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Overview
§

The original frontier - control cases

§

The second frontier - BDBN challenge cases

§

The current frontier – conflict of interest cases

§

The next frontier – discretion challenge (claim
staking) cases

The original frontier control cases

Control Cases
§

Katz v Grossman

§

Ioppolo v Conti

§

Wooster v Morris

Control Cases
§

Problem
§

Leaving one person in control of the fund
when another is to benefit

§

Even if binding nominations are made

§

In particular for blended families

Control Cases
§

Solutions
§

Second super funds – especially for second
spouses (however, consider Re Marsella)

§

Control of the shareholding in the SMSF
corporate trustee

§

Guardian role in the SMSF

§

Binding death benefit nominations

The second frontier - BDBN
challenge cases

BDBN Cases
§

Donovan v Donovan

§

Munro v Munro

§

Re Narumon Pty Ltd

BDBN Cases
§

Problem
§

§

BDBN is lapsing

Solution
§

Update the SMSF trust deed to remove
lapsing provisions

BDBN Cases
§

Problem
§

§

Avoiding defective BDBNs

Solutions
§

Follow procedures in the SMSF deed
including

§

§

Form

§

Witness requirements

§

Service

Less requirements the better

BDBN Cases
§

Problem
§

§

Attorneys making BDBNs

Solution
§

Provide in the SMSF deed that attorneys
can make BDBNs

§

Provide in the power of attorney that
attorneys can or can’t make BDBNs

The current frontier conflict of interest cases

Conflict cases
§

McIntosh v McIntosh

§

Brine v Carter

§

Burgess v Burgess

§

Gonciarz v Bienias

Conflict cases
McIntosh v McIntosh (the case that started them all)
• Facts
• Son made non-binding nomination to his mother
• Son died with approximately $453K in super
• Mother appointed as administrator of son’s intestate estate
• Subsequently, mother claimed and was paid son’s death benefits
as an interdependent
• Estranged father sought to have the death benefits paid to the
estate on the basis of conflict of interest
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Conflict cases
McIntosh v McIntosh (the case that started them all)
• Found
• As an administrator, the mother’s duty was to apply for the super
death benefits for the estate
• Was in breach of fiduciary duties
• especially as volunteered for the administrator role
• Ordered to pay the death benefits to the estate (half went to the
father)
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Conflict cases
Brine v Carter
• Facts
• Deceased member had a second spouse and 3 children from
a prior marriage
• All 4 were executors
• Member had 2 pension accounts to which he gave the
following non-binding BDBNs
• Defined benefit pension – to his spouse
• Flexi pension – to his estate
• The spouse failed to inform 3 children of the existence of the
nominations, initially the existence of the flexi pension and that
the estate was a potential beneficiary
• Once the children found out they claimed the death benefits
for the estate
• UniSuper paid both pensions to the spouse
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Conflict cases
Brine v Carter
• Found
• Spouse had fiduciary duties towards the estate
• A fiduciary will not be in breach of their duties and can act in a
position of conflict if they are authorised either
• expressly or
• by implication from the circumstances or
• by the informed consent of the beneficiaries
• Merely being appointed as an executor does not authorise
conflicts of interest
• Once the sons were aware of the claim, allowed the spouse to
claim and allowed her to continue as executor they consented
to her conflict of interest
• Therefore, no breach of fiduciary duty from that time on
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Conflict cases
Brine v Carter
• Found
• As could, and did, claim the death benefits from the estate
wife was not required to account for benefit received
• If the sons had not been aware of the estate’s claim and not
made a claim the spouse would have had to account to the
estate for her fiduciary duties
•

Ie the estate would have lost the ability to claim for the
death benefits because of the breach
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Conflict cases
Burgess v Burgess
• Facts
• Husband died intestate – survived by wife and 2 minor
children
• Under WA intestacy laws 1/3 of the estate would go to the
each of the wife and children
• Husband had 3 public offer super funds
• Wife claimed and received super death benefits from 1st super
fund (before applying as administrator)
• She then applied for administration of estate of husband
• She then applied for and received super death benefits from
2nd super fund (while being administrator)
• At the time of the proceedings she had not applied to the 3rd
super fund
• The conflict of interest issue was raised and the wife made an
application to the Court to be excused from the conflict
• The children were represented by the WA Public Trustee
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Conflict cases
Burgess v Burgess
• Found
• Principles in McIntosh v McIntosh should be followed
• an administrator bound to claim death benefits for the
estate
• any claim made personally is a breach of prohibition
against conflicts of interest
• 1st super fund
• because the wife was not an administrator when she
claimed the death benefit there was no conflict of interest
• that amount could be retained by the wife
• 2nd super fund
• there was a conflict of interest as she was bound to claim
the benefits on behalf of the estate
• therefore, the death benefits from the second super fund
had to be paid to, or accounted for, the estate.
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Conflict cases
Burgess v Burgess
• Found
• 3rd super fund
• the wife was bound to claim the benefits on behalf of the
estate (although the third super fund was not bound to pay
it to the estate)
• Importantly, the Court distinguished merely informing the
super fund of the existence of the estate as a potential
beneficiary and actually making a claim on behalf of the
estate
• the latter was required, not just the former
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Conflict cases
Burgess v Burgess
• Found
•

84. In an age of increasing moral ambivalence in western society the rigour
of a court of equity must endure. It will not be shaken as regards what is a
sacred obligation of total and uncompromised fidelity required of a trustee.
Here, that required the administrator not just to disclose the existence of
the (rival) estate interest when claiming the superannuation moneys in her
own right from the fund trustee. It required more. It required her to apply as
administrator of the estate for it to receive the funds in any exercise of the
fund trustee's discretion.

•

85. On my analysis, the approach of Atkinson J taken in McIntosh cannot
be faulted as a matter of law. I would respectfully apply it here, even
though the underlying facts are different. The interests of a deceased
estate require a 'champion' who cannot be seen (even if they are not) to be
acting halfheartedly, or with an eye to achieving outcomes other than an
outcome that thoroughly advances the interests of the estate - to the
exclusion of other claimants.

•

91. The result is, of course, messy for the family and less clear cut than
might otherwise have been desired. However, that is a result of wider
trustee integrity policy principles of the law which take effect and prevail.
They are of vital importance and are applicable to universal circumstances
extending well beyond the present rather regrettable factual situation.
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Conflict cases
Gonciarz v Bienias
• Facts
• Husband died intestate leaving a wife and an estate worth $140K and
super benefits in REST of $540K
• Wife applied for death benefits personally
• Then applied to be administrator
• REST decided to pay the death benefits to the wife but before
payment informed the wife that the decision had been challenged by
the defendant (the deceased’s mother and brother).
• Defendant’s lawyers wrote to wife noting she had a conflict of interest
per Burguss v Burgess
• Wife’s lawyers then wrote to defendant’s lawyers requesting consent
to appoint an independent lawyer as the administrator
• Defendant’s refused consent on the basis that the wife was motivated
“entirely by self-interest” and that it would be both inconvenient and
expensive to the estate to replace the administrator.
• The wife applied to the court to be replaced
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Conflict cases
Gonciarz v Bienias
• Found
• Wife was in a “difficult” position of conflict
• While she was administrator the wife was obliged to subordinate
her claim for the death benefit to the estate
• Court agreed to the wife’s request to be removed and for the
lawyer to be appointed as administrator in her place, despite the
defendant’s objection
• It was found that having an independent administrator, particularly
where an estate dispute exists, would be in the interests of all
beneficiaries
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Control Cases
§

Problem
§

§

Beneficiary has a conflict in role of executor/administrator and
beneficiary

Solution
§

Have a will and name an executor although as Brine v Carter shows
this not necessarily a perfect solution

§

In the will expressly allow for executor to act in conflict and seek super
benefits for themselves

§

Have a BDBN – ie no claim required

§

Have an independent executor – no conflict of interest

§

In intestacy situations:

§

§

don’t seek administrator role if you also wish to claim the super
benefits or

§

claim the super benefits before taking on the administrator role

If you are administrator – apply to be removed

The next frontier –
discretion challenge (claim
staking) cases

Discretion challenge (claim staking) cases
Re Marsella
• Facts
• Deceased survived by daughter and second husband
• The daughter was the surviving co-trustee of the SMSF
• There was no BDBN
• As surviving trustee the daughter had the discretion to pay the
death benefits (including to herself)
• Daughter and the new co-trustee of the SMSF (being the
daughter’s husband) determined to pay the death benefits to the
daughter
• Deceased’s second husband sought to have that determination
overturned and the trustees of the SMSF replaced
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Discretion challenge (claim staking) cases
Re Marsella
• Found
• The Court agreed to set aside the determination on the basis that
it was made without real and genuine consideration of the
beneficiaries of the SMSF
• The Court also ruled that the trustees be removed as trustees of
the SMSF
• There was no real and genuine consideration because:
• daughter did not seek specialist advice in relation to some
uncertainties surrounding the SMSF’s trust deed
• “inference to be drawn from the evidence is that the [daughter]
acted arbitrarily in distributing the fund, with ignorance of, or
insolence toward, her duties”
• the daughter “acted in the context of uncertainty,
misapprehensions as to the identity of a beneficiary, her duties
as trustee, and her position of conflict”
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Discretion challenge (claim staking) cases
Re Marsella
• Found
• There was no real and genuine consideration because (cont):
• “the ill-informed arbitrariness with which the [daughter]
approached her duties also amounts to bad faith.”
• “the dismissive tenor of the correspondence from [the
daughter’s lawyers]” to the deceased second husband’s
lawyers
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Discretion challenge (claim staking) cases
• So, what can be done to potentially prevent another Marsella
(assuming the deceased wished to benefit her daughter)?
• The deceased could have prepared a (valid) BDBN in favour of
the daughter
• A more thorough death benefit determination process could have
been run before the decision was made
• An independent (non-conflicted) person could have been
appointed as a co-trustee
• The deceased could have taken the benefits out before death and
gifted the benefits to the daughter
• The SMSF trust deed could have an express provision that
allowed a trustee to pay a death benefit to himself/herself
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Questions?
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